
1. Tommy Lee Jones in an ad for Boss, a canned coffee 
    and other popular coffee drinks by Nescafé and Sangaria.
2. Bilk, a drink made of 70% beer, 30% milk.
3. Placenta 400,000 is made with swine placenta.
4. Ads for Pepsi´s Ice Cucumber drink and Blue Hawaii.
5. Unagi Nobori contains eel extract.
6. Tropicana´s Orange with cheese drink.
7. Fanta´s Furufuru Shaker
8. Okkikunare drink
9. Water Salad by Coca Cola.
10. Maternal milk
11. Final Fantasy Potion
12. A stand for black vinegar and orange drink
13. Drinkable cheese
14. Ad for Kid´s Wine
15. Beer for kids
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Okkikunare drinks are popular with teenage girls in Japan. The name of the drink literally 
means “make them bigger” and although the company is careful not to claim explicitly 
that the drinks can enlarge breast size, well-known magazines and testimonials do seem to 
suggest this. The drink has isoflavones, which can stimulate the female hormone system, 
however it has not been proven that they can actually  increase breast size.

And while still in the subject of breasts, you can also find, believe it or not,  maternal milk 
in your local supermarket. There is drinkable cheese as well. And a drink called 
Bilk...which is made of 70% beer and 30% milk, an unlikely and probably undrinkable 
combination.

Pepsi has a cucumber soda drink. Fanta´s Furufuru Shaker is a semi-gel drink that gets 
fizzy when you shake it, and you actually eat your bubbly drink. Promotional videos of boys 
and girls shaking the drink are cheesy, hilarious and like many things in Japan, just short of 
politically incorrect.

Black vinegar juice is very common, usually mixed with apple or orange. There is also a 
drink, by Coca Cola, called Water Salad, and a surprising Diet Water too. A drink made of 
eel extract was also recently introduced. Many Japanese believe eating eel boosts stamina 
in hot weather. Unagi Nobori contains eel extract and vitamins found in the fish and 
apparently also tastes like broiled eels.

To commemorate the coming of the Final Fantasy XII, Square Enix (the producer of the 
video game) and Suntory (the beverage giant) created “Final Fantasy Potion”, a light-blue 
drink containing an intense blend of herbs, carbonated water, caffeine and artificial 
coloring. The premium set included especially-shaped bottles and collectible cards.

And of course there are also drinks especially targeted at children: Sangaria, a famous 
Japanese soft drink company, started their line of fake alcoholic drinks for kids, and has 
been successful enough to offer it in bottles, cans, and even six-packs. They also expanded 
the product line to include children’s versions of wine, champagne, and cocktails. The 
beer, flavored like apple juice, even foams at the top when poured into a glass!
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